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SmartCasinoGuide.com – Who we are?



The idea of such a project came to mind in 2015 among card games enthusiasts, who were trying to find any information on where to play an exact card game version “BlackJack – Double Exposure”. We had a big shock that there was none! We couldn’t find any websites which would provide quality..Show more 
The idea of such a project came to mind in 2015 among card games enthusiasts, who were trying to find any information on where to play an exact card game version “BlackJack – Double..Show more 
 The idea of such a project came to mind in 2015 among card games enthusiasts, who were trying to find any information on where to play an exact card game version “BlackJack – Double Exposure”. We had a big shock that there was none! We couldn’t find any websites which would provide quality information about online casinos where you could play an exact game. Either there was no information at all or it was incorrect.
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Project goals

 To describe all existing casino games followed by an extended casino’s list where you can play the game you have in mind. Also, evaluate the suitability of the casino for each game.


 To constantly search for new games. Test them by ourselves, write the reviews, and clearly explain the game rules in a simple way. To present the optimal game playing strategy.

 To educate the players about the correct view of casinos and gambling. It should be looked at only as a hobby or a pastime activity. To explain the players the possible risks involved, to educate them on how to minimize it or to avoid it at all.

 To remove myths that still exist in the society that you can earn money in casinos using some secret techniques.

 To distinguish the good casinos online from fraud, which means that these casinos can scam you. Always observe and rate online casinos to show our visitors the best ones. 
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Project guidelines and provisions

 SmartCasinoGuide.com has a clearly formulated and publicly accessible casino rating criteria. Every visitor of our website can read them and be sure that if a casino is in the first place of our listing – it is proof that this is the best casino of them all. 

 Our project is cooperating with the biggest casino companies in the world, such as GVC Holding (the most known brands: PartyCasino, PartyPoker, Bwin), Betsson Group (the most known brands: Betsson, Betsafe, NordicBet)  Kindred Group (the most known brand: Unibet). We always exchange information with these partners. 

Additionally, we provide comprehensive reviews of various types of casinos, including traditional online casinos and innovative no account casinos. No account casinos are a new trend in the gambling industry, offering players the convenience of playing without the need to create an account. These casinos utilize secure and seamless payment methods, allowing players to deposit and withdraw funds instantly using their online banking credentials.

 Responsible gambling. Each member of our team supports and encourages responsible gambling. If you feel that card games or gambling makes you addicted, harms the well-being of you or your family, please, contact a specialist: begambleaware.org
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Our team

 We are experts in our field – online casinos and online casino games. Our team constantly checks and tests online casinos, searches for new and interesting games and their playing strategies. Our team constantly visits gaming exhibitions and conferences all around the world. Also you can check interview with me on our Great.com page.

 Great.com is a organization who gives 100% of its profit to charity so if you happen to be from New Jersey USA I recommend you to check out their Tropicana Online review as well.

Zigmas Pekarskas Brilijant

SmartCasinoGuide.com author
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TOP 5 Online Casinos












Where to start?


Check out the games and their rules first
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Roulette
Rules and strategy
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Blackjack
Rules and strategy
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Slots
Rules and strategy
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Caribbean Stud Poker
Rules and strategy
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Casino Holdem Poker
Rules and strategy
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Baccarat
Rules and strategy
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3 Card Poker
Rules and strategy
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Bingo
Rules and strategy
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Oasis Poker
Rules and strategy
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Pontoon
Rules and strategy
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Video Poker
Rules and strategy
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Stravaganza
Rules and strategy
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Craps
Rules and strategy
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3 Card Brag
Rules and strategy
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Tequila Poker
Coming soon
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Sic-bo
Rules and strategy
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Punto Banco
Rules and strategy
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Red Dog
Rules and strategy
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3 Card Hold’em
Coming soon
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Pai Gow Poker
Rules and strategy
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Hi-Lo
Rules and strategy














Choose the right casino site


What is important when choosing a casino?
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Reliability

Choose the companies that have been working successfully for a long time
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Games amount

The bigger and wider the variety of games the more ways you can find for earning money
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Comfortable management

Playing in a casino should give pleasure and good emotions. Choose the casino you like the most
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Good communication

It is very important how the company responds and how it solves the problems
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Bonuses

For the newcomer, this is a great chance to quickly increase your capital by using the registration bonuses
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Mobile version

It is the 21st century, and you really want to be able to play with your phone, and so that while playing on smartphone app works and does not break






Our recommended casinos
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Play responsibly and in moderation
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Guru Group projects
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CasinoGuru.lt naujienlaiškis




Gauk kazino patarimus ir strategijas. Karščiausios naujienos iš lošimų pasaulio.
Ir palaikyk mūsų augantį projektą.
























100% Privatumas. Tik projekto naujienos ir patarimai. 




















































































This website uses cookies to ensure you get the best experience on our website. More about privacy policyContinue

 
